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Safety Symbols
The following symbols are used In this manual to prevent accidents which may occur as
result of incorrect ulle of the instrument.

Denotes a sentence regarding a safety warning or note.
Read the sentence carefully to ensure safe and correct use.

Denotes a prohibited operation.
The operation must never been performed.

To ensure correct use of this instrument, read the following points carel'uHy and adhere to them.
After you have reac! thIs manual, keep it In a sate place where it can be referred 10anytime a question
arises.

~ WARNING(Failure to adhere to the following points may result in death or serious injury.}

c:s> Do not use the instrument in places where flammable or combustible gases (gaso6ne etc.)
are present. Doing so may cause a fire.

c:s> Do not dispose of batteries In fire, short their terminals, apply heat to them, or disassemble
them. Also, do not recharge them. Doing so may cause explosion or heat generation,
resulting in fire or injury.

~ CAUTION (Falling to adhere to the follOWingpoints may result in injury Of damage to the
• Instrument or other property.)

c:s> Do not use batteries other than those specified by KONICA MINOLTA SENSING. When
Inslailing batteries in the Instrument, make sure that they are correctly oriented according
to the (+) and (-) marks. Fallure to adhere to these Instrucllons may cause batteries to
explode or leak eleClJ'olyte, resulUng In fIre, injury or alr pollution.

.-- ..c:s> 00 not use wet batteries. Do not use the Instrument if water Is in the battery chamber.
Fallure to adhere to these Instructions may cause batteries to explode or heat, result1ng in
fire or injury.



Chlorophyll Meter SPAD-502Plus is a compact, lightweight meter which can be used to
determine the amount of chlorophyll present In plant leaves.

The amoootof chlorophyll present in plant leaves can serve as an indicator of 1heoverall condition
of the plant Itself. In general, healthier plants will contain more chlorophyll than less healtly ones.

The SPAD value determined by the SPAD·502Plus provides an indication of the relatiVe
amount of chlorophyll present in plant leaves. This SPAD VallHl can be used to determine If and when
supplementary fertilizer Is necessary. Through proper use of measured SPAD values, It Is possible to
produce healthier plants, resulting in a larger and tighef-qualily crop yield.

Please read and study this manual before using the Chlorophyll Meter SPAD·502Plus for the
first time, and keep it handy for future reference.

STATEMENT OF FCC COMPUANCE
This device complies,\Wh Part 15 of tie FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two condi·

tions: (1)ThIs device may not cause harmful interference, and (2)this device must accept any inter-
terenoe received, Incluelng interference that may cause undesired operation. Change or modlftcatlons
not approved by the party responsible for corrpIlanoe could void the user's authority to operate the
equipment. 'This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital
device, pursuant to Part t 5 of 1I1eFCC Rules. These limits are d~ to proVide reasonable pro-
tectIon against harmful interferenee in a reslc:lentlalinstallation. This equipment generates, uses and can
radiale radio frequency ElI'lEII'gyand, if not installed and used in accordance with 1I1eilstruetions, may
cauoo harmful interference to radio communications. However, there Is no guarantee "'at Interference
will not c:xxu in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or
television reception, which can b9 determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encour-
aged to try to correct 1I1einterference by one or more of the following measures:
Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver Is

connected. Consult 1I1edealer or an experienoed radio I TV technician for help.

This Class B digital apparatus meets all require-
ments of the Canadian interference-Causing
Equipment Regulations.

Cet appareil numerique de la classe B respecte
toutes les exigences du Reglement sur Ie matQrlel
brouilleur du Canada.
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i. Power switch:
2. Measuring head:
3. Center line:
4. Sliding depth stop:

5. LCD panel:
6. AVERAGE:
7. ALL DATA CLEAR:
8. DATA RECALL:
9. 1 DATA DELETE:

10. Battery chamber cover
11. Slrap eyelet
12. Sample slot:
13. Finger rest
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Switches power on and off.
When dosed, measurement Is performed.
Indicates the center of the measuring area.
Can be selto ensure that measurements of all samples are taken at
lhe same distance from the sample edge. Can be removed II desired.
Ofsplays dala and other information.
Calculates lhe average value of aUdata in memory.
Deletes all dala in memory.
Recalls data stored in the previous data nUmber to tile display.
Deletes the displayed data.

Samples are inserted here for measurement.
Press here 10 dose measuring head.

~
""")LiJJ



• Number of dala in memory when • N = " displayed; data number
being displayed when· No.: • is shown.
""* W Is displayed, the displayed value is greater than 50.0.
The accuracy of measured values of greater than 50.0 cannot be
guaranteed .

• low battery power indicalor; appears when battery power is almost
exhausted and batteries should be replaced. See p.6.

KONICA MINOLlA
5PAD-502 Plus
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[ IFThe ""mb", 01'''''''' """"'"N-l- ~32.9 Measured data

After AVERAGE has been pressed:

The number of data in memory
@I

35.8
After DATARECAll has been pressed:

Data number being displayed



CALIBRATION ~
ERROR

(1)

CALIBRATION aJERROR:OVERE-O
(2)

CALIBRATION @l
ERROR:llNOERE-U

ERROR:UNOERE-U

(jiJ
ERROR: THERMISTOR

E-@

If il appears during calibration, measuring head was not properly
closed. Perform calibration again.

Calibration error: transmitted light was excessive (1) or Insufficient (2).
if (1), perform calibration again. If (2), clean the emitting and receiving
windows of the measuring head, and then pertorm calibration again.
" either display continues to appear, lhe meler may be malfunctioning.

MeasUring head was not completely closed during measurement.
Take measurement again, being sure measuring head is completely
closed until measurement is finished. Operation keys wHIcontinue to
function normally. If this display continues 10 appear, the meter may be
malfunctioning.

Transmitted light was insufficient lor measurement. Clean the emitting
and receiving windows of the measuring head, and then measure the
sample again. If this display continues to appear, the sample camot
be measured.

When a series of beeps sounds and the battery symbol a appears,
measurement cannot be performed. Replace batterles before continu-
ing measurements. see p.6.
When the battery symbol ~ appears, the battery power wi" be
exhausted soon. Prepare for new balter!s.
• When the meter Is to be stored for more than two weeks, remove lhe

batteries from the meter body.

The meter is nol functioning properly. Turn the power switch to OFF,
then turn it back to ON again. If the error display continues to appear,
the meter is malfunctioning and needs service. (Displays E1 to E5 are
used by the service center.)



1. Remove the battery chamber cover by turning it in the direction
of the arrow on the cover.

2. Insert two AA-size batteries into the battery chamber. Be sure the
battery terminals are positioned as shown.

• Alkaline-manganese batteries can be used.
• Do not mix battery types or ages.

3. Replace the battery chamber cover and turn It in the direction
opposite to that of the arrow on the cover untll the cover is snug
against the meter. Do not overtighten.

• If the battery symbol appears In the display when the power switch
Is turned to ON, battery power Is almost exhausted and batteries
should be replaced. If no display appears when the power switch
is turned to ON, check that batteries are inserted correctly and
that they are not • dead '.



Calibration is necessary whenever the meter is switched on after having been switched of!.
The meter can be calibrated by following the steps below.

KONICA MINOLTA
SPAD-502 Plus
S/N:91001S73
VER: I. o00ooo
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CALIBRATION II

CALIBRATION ~
ERROR

CALIBRATION ~
ERRQR:UNDERE-U

2. With no sample in the sample slot, press on the finger rest to
close the measuring head. Hold it closed until a beep sounds
and the display shown appears .

• If a series of beeps sounds and 'ERRORM appears In the
display. calibration was not performed correctly (measuring
head was not completely dosed dUring calibration or was
opened beforecallbrallon was completed). Repeat step 2, keeping
the measuring head completely closed until calibration is finished.

, If the series of beeps sounds and ~RRORn and "E-U" appear in
the display, the emitting andfor receiving windows of the measur-
ing head may be dirty. Clean the windows and repeat step 2.



The SPAD-502Plus can be easily used 10 take measurements In 1I1efield.
The measuring area is only 2mm )( 3mm, slowing small leaves to be measured, and samples

may be up to t .2mm thick. The center line Indlcates the center of the measuring area. The position
of the emitting and receiving windows is indicated in the figure below. The depth stop (p. 9 ) may be
used to keep the measurement depth constant.

1°
• The SPAD-502Plus is classiRed as "Class 4· In watertightness

according to lEe 60529. It is water-resistant and can be used in
the rain. After use, wipe it dry with a clean, soft cloth. Do nol
immerse it in water or wash it with water.

1. Perform calibration (p. 7 ).

2. Insert the sample to be measured into the sample slot of the
measuring head.

• Be sure the sample completely covers the receiving window.
• Do not attempt to measure extremely thick parts, such as the

veins of a leaf. If measuring a leaf that has many fine veins, take
several measurements and average them for best results.

• If the emitting and/or receiving windows of the measuring head
are dirty or have some water on them, precise measurement
camot be performed. Clean them before measurement.

• When using the meter in direct sunlight, shade the meter with
yOI6 body to prevent the sunlight from affecting measurements.

3. Press on the finger rest to close the measuring head. Hold it
closed until a beep sounds and the measured value appears in
the display. The measurement will automatically be stored in
memory.

• If a series of beeps sounds and "ERROR" appears in the display,
measurement was not performed correctly (measuring head
was not closed completely, measuring head was opened before
measurement was completed, or sample Is 100 thick or thin).
Repeat steps 2 and 3, keeping 1119measuring head completely
closed until measurement is finished.



The depth stop can be used to set the maximum deplh to which samples can be Inserted Into the
sample slot to keep the measuring point constant. It is especially useful when measuring small leaves.

To set the position of the depth stop, SQueezeboth sides of the
depth stop against the sides of the measuring head and slide the
depth stop to the desired position. The depth stop can be moved
within the range of 0 to 6mm from the canter line.

When not using the depth stop, ramove it, turn it around (with the tabs facing away from
sam pIe slot) and replace It on the measuring head.

Remove

t
Replace

+
U



Measured data are automatically stored in memory at the time of measurement. The SPAD-502Plus
has memory space for up to 30 data. When the memory is full. the data for the first data number (the
oldest data in memory) is deleted and the remaining data In memory are shifted, so that the data for
data numbers 2 through 30 be~me the data for data numbers 1 through 29. The new measurement
Is then stored as data number 30. All data are deleted from memory when the power switch is turned
to OFF.

By using the keys of the SPAD-502Plus. it Is possible to perform certain operations on dala in
memory as shown below.

ALL DATA
CLEAR

Calculates the
average value of allI dala in memory.

,

l Displays the message
~nfirmlng lhat all data
in memory may be
deleted and then
deletes them when
pressed again.

./

./-

./

Display after
operation

Recalls the data
stored for the previous
data number to the
display for checking.

1 DATA
DELETE

,~·fl
~Ol;/----,'

:\!~;:: L~'::J'

Deletes displayed data
Can be used to delete
data which is incorrect.

Displayed data
number

...••

Blank
./

@ I
CUJsorline : Displayed i
datanumber I
Revering point :
Oisplayeddata

~

O'10 ••

---.
Data number of
deleted data



After displayed data has been deleted using the 1 DATA DELETE, later measurements will be
stored In one of the following ways.

1. If another measurement Is taken without changing the data number (while'· ••• is shown in the
display or " AVERAGE was the only key pressed after data was deleted). the new measured
data win be stored In the space fQrthe dats number from which data was deleted.

New measured data Is
storedhere.

2. If the display is changed to another data number by using the DATA RECALL, the remaining
data In memory will be shifted up 10 fill the space for the data number from which data was
deleted and the new measured data will be stored In !he space lor the next empty data number.

Display is changed
- using DATA RECALL - Measurement

Deleted data

Newmeasureddata
is storedhere.



The SPAD-502Plus can use compensation values defined by the user to adjust data if desred.
such as for standardizing the response of several meters. Compensallon values can be set.
between -9.9 and 9.9. After a compensation value has besn input, data will be calculated according
to the following fonnula:

1. Tum the power switch to ON while pressing both AVERAGE and
DATA RECALL The meter will enter compensation mode and
the previous compensation value will be shown in the display.
The compensation value will be 0.0 if a compensation value has
not been previously input.

2. Set the compensation value using ALL DATA CLEAR and 1
DATA DELETE, The compensation value will increase by 0.1
each time ALL DATA CLEAR Is pressed; value will decrease by
0.1 each lime 1 DATA DELETE is pressed. The compensation
value can be set between -9.9 and 9.9 in 0.1 steps. The compen-
sation value Is set to 0.0 at the factory.

• The reading checker should not be used to decida the oompensa-
tionvalue.

3. After seltlng the desired value, press AVERAGE. The displayed
value wRIbe stored in memory and Input of compensation value
is complete. Switch off the power and then switch it on again to
start operation .

0.0

I • • -'-,I!I '_ ---~;

~~~:

0~
()<B~'~l )El

(ncrease Decrease

• If the power is switched off without pressing AVERAGE. the
value set in step 2 will not be stored and the previous compen-
sation value will remain in memory.

When the compensation value is set to other than 0.0. the following cisplay sequence occurs when
the power switch is turned from OFF to ON.



KONICA MINOLTA
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SIN: 91001873
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When the compensation value Is set to 0.0, compensation value in memory is not displayed when
the power switch is turned from OFF to ON.

KONICA MINOllA
SPAD-SQ2 Plus
S/N:91001873
VER: 1. oo00סס

Standardizing Several Meters
Different SPAD-502Plus units will yield slightly dillerent results even if the same area of the leaf

is measured By !onowlng the steps below and ~utting compensation values, tl1esedifferences can
be reduced to a minimum.

1. select one meter as the master unit.
2. Measure the same area of a leaf several limes with Ihe master unit and push AVERAGE to

obtaln the average value.
3. Take several measurements of the same area measured in step 2 using the other meters and

press AVERAGE of each meter so that all units display the average measured value.
4. Subtractlhe average value displayed by each meter from the average value displayed by the

master unit 10obtain the compensation value for each meter.
5. Input the compensation value for each meter as calculated In step 4 according to the procedure

for inpulling compensation values on p. 12.



A reading checker is induded with the SPAD-502Plus. Ttis reading checker can be used to check
that the SPAD-502Plus Is operating normally, and should be used periodically for best accuracy.

1. Tum the power switch to ON while pressing boIh 1 DATA DELETE
and DATA RECALl. The meter will enter its check mode and
"CHECK MOOE8will appear momentarily In the display. Then the
display will change and "CALIBRATION" will appear.

2. Perform calibration. With no sample in the sample slot, press on
the finger rest to close the measuring head and hold it closed until
a beep sounds and the display shown at right appears .

• If a series of beeps sounds and "ERROR" appears in the dsplay,
calibration was not performed correctly. Repeat step 2, makilg
sure that calilratlon Is performed correctly.

4. Insert the reading checker into the sample slot, press on the
linger rest to clO$ethe measuring head, and hold it dosed unlit
a beep sounds and the measured value appears in the display.

" If a series of beeps sounds and "ERROR" appears in 1I1edisplay,
measurement was not performed correctly. Repeat step 4,
making sure that measurement Is performed oorreclly.

KONICA MINOLTA
SPAD-502 Plus
S/N:91001873
VER: 1. 000000
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CI1ECK MODE



5. Repeat slep 4 several times with the reading checker inserted in
the sallllle slot.

6. Press AVERAGE to calculate the average value of the measure-
ments. The dsplayed average value should be within the range
shown on the reading checker. lIlt is not wltlln this range, clean
the emitting and receiving windows and repeat the above
procedure starting with step 1. If the average value is still not
within 1I1erange shown on the reading checkEll',the meter may be
malfunctioning. Contact the service center.

7. To resume normal operation, tum the power switch to OFF and
then to ON again.

• The reading checker should be used only in check mode.
MeasUring the reading checker in measurement mode may give
inaccurate values .

• Only the reading checker included with the unit (and having the
same serial mmber as the unit) shoulcl be used. Other reading
checkers may not give accurate values.

o The reading checker should not be used outdoors. When using
Indoors, do not use in direct sunlight or in areas SUbject to high
temperatures or high humidity.

• Differences between the measured value of the reading checker
and the value shown on the reading checker should not be
corrected lor by inputting a compensation valua.

o 00 not touch the glass surface of the reading checker. " It
becomes dirty, wipe It with a soft, clean, damp cloth.

o To PfOlecl the reading checker, it should always be stored in the
accessory case. Do not store It in areas subject to high tempera-
tures or high humidity.

HaS CH
AVG



If a problem occurs with the SPAD-502P!uS, use the fonowing troubleshooting guide to lry to solve
the problem yourself. If the problem cannot be solved according to the troubleshootlng gUide, ealltha
service center.

Problem Checkpoint Solution
Power swlteh is at ON. but Are batteries installed correctly? Inslall batteries correctly
display Is blank. (see p. 6).

-
Are batteries "dead" ? Replace batteries with Iresh

ones.
Measurements cannot be taken
even if the measuring head is Did you perform eallbratlon by Perform calibration according
closed. closing the measuring head with to the procedure on p. 7.

no sample in the sample slot?
Measured values disappeared Old you I\Jm the power switch Memory is erased when the
from memory. to OFF? power switch is tumed to OFF.
The measured value varies Is there a drop of water or a Wipe the emitting and receiving
even though the same area 01 stain on or near the emitting windows of the measuring head
the leal Is measured or receiving windows 01 the with a clean. soft. dry cloth.

measuring head?

Is the sample leaf positioned Position the sample leaf so that
correctly? i1is under lhe center line and

completely covers the receiving
window.

Does the leaf have many veins? When measuring leaves with
many veins, the measured
value may vetY due to lhe veins.
For best results, measure
several areas of the same leal
and use the average value 01
lhese measurements.

Are you dosing the measuring Close measuring head correctly
head correctly and keeping It and keep It completely dosed
completely closed until until measurement Is complete
measurement is complete? (until a beep sounds and the

measured value appears In the
display).

Are you measuring under direct When mea;uring In direct sunlight,
sunlight? shade th& SPAD-S02Plus

with your body 10preventlhe
sunlight from affecting
measurements.



The values measured by the Chlorophyll Meter SPA[)..502Plus correspond to the amount 01chloro-
phyll present in the p1anlleaf. The values are calculated based on the amount of light transmitted by
the leal in two wavelength regions in which the absorbance of chlorophyll is different.

a Ultraviolet
b Violet
c Blue
d Green
e Yellow
f Orange
g Red
h Infrared

Figure 1 shows the speclral absorbance characteristics 01chlorophyll eXlraetGd Irom two leaves
using 80% acetone. The chlorophyU content of leaf B is less than !hat of leaf A. The graph also shows
that the peak absorbance areas 01chlorophyll are In the blue and red regions. with low absorbance in
the green region and almost no absorbance In !he Infrared region. Based on this. the wavelength
ranges chosen to be used for measurement are the red area (where absorbance is high and
unaffected by carotene) and the infrared area (where absorbance is extremely low).



Illuminating system I
+ Sample leaf

Receptors I
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Amplifier
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Microprocessor I_I Keys I
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Display ---J

Figure 2: Block diagram of the SPAD-502Plus

LEOs in the illuminating system emit red and Infrared light. The light which pasoos through the
sample feaf strikes the receptor, which CQnverts the transmitted light to analog electrical signals.
These analog signals are boosted by the amplifier and are then converted into digital signals by the
AID converter. The dlgllal signals are then used by the microprocessor to calculate the SPAD value,
which is shown in the dlsplay and also automatically stored in memory. Data In memory can then be
recaDed or deleted and the average value of all data In memory can be calculated by pressing the
appropriate key.



lIIuminatingIMeaSluring System

Two LEOs, a red LED (peak wavelenglh: approx. 650nm) and an infrared LEO (peak wavelength:
approx. 940nm). provide illumination. The relative illuminance provided by these LEOs is shown in
Figure 3 below. .

Red LEO Infrared LEO

l [I,
Ii, I I
I I

I I

III
I I,
I I

!
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II ,
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,
III ,

I
"1\ I I

I I
Ii I I
I I
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I I

I i!I I \
I i \I ,"-.

43(1 jell :~r!) "':xl alii lJO~ -1:)[

Wavelength (nm)

Relative luminous
intensity ~~

The two LEOs are built into the measuring head (Figure 4) and emit light In sequence when the
measuring head is closed. Ugh1 tom thGse LEOs goes through 1I1e emi11ingwindow, passes through
the sample leaf In 111&measuring head, and enters the receiving window. II then strikes the SPD
(silicon photodiode) receptor and is converted inlo analog eIec1rlcal signals.



1. During calibration, the two LEOs emit light sequentially without any sample in the sall1)le slol.
The received Ight is converted into electrical signals and the ratio of their intensities Is calculated.

2. After a sample has been inserted in the measuring head, the two LEOs emit light again. The light
transmitted by the leaf strikes the receptor and Is converted into electrical signals. Then the ratio
of the Intensities of the transmitted light is calculated.

3. The values obtained in steps 1 and 2 are processed to calculate the SPAD value, which
corresponds to the amount of chlorophyll present in the sample leaf.

• The SPAD·502Plus is water-resistant. However, do not immerse it in waler or wash it with water.
II it gets wet, wipe It dry after use.

• Do not subject the meter to strong shock or vibration.
• 00 not press on or damage the LCD window or measuring head.
• Do not leave the meter in direct sunlght Qf' near sources of heat, such as stoves, strong "ghts, etc.
• Turn the power switch to OFF when the meter Is not being used.
• When dirty, the meter may be wiped with a soft, clean, dry cloth. If the meter is extremely dirty,

use a damp doth to wipe off most of the dirt and then wipe the meter dry with soft, clean, dry
doth. Do not allow ak:ohol or chemicals to touch the meter's surface.

• Never attempt to disassemble the meter. If the meter malfunctions, contact the service center.
• The meter shoUd be stored at temperatures between - 2Qand + 55l'C. 00 not store the meter

in places subject to hIgh temperatures or high humidity, such as inside a closed motor vehicle.
it should be stored with a dehumidifying agent If possible, the temperature should be kept
relatively constant during storage.

• When !he meter Is to be stored for more than two weeks, remove the batteries from the meter body.



Type: Handheld meter for measuring chlorophyll
Measurement sample: Plant leaves

Measurement prlnciple: Optical density c1ifferenceat two wavelengths
Measurement area: 2mm x 3mm

Maximum sample thickness: 1.2mm
Insertion depth: 12mm maximum; depth stop adjustable to depths between 0 and 6mm

Ught source: 2lEDs (light-emitting diodes)
Receptor: 1 SPO (silicon photodfode)

Display: LCD panel showing 4-digit measurement value ( -9.9 to 199.9) and
2.digit data number

Data memory: Space for 30 data
Controls: Power switch: Switches power on and off

AVERAGE Key: Calculates the averageo! all data in memory
ALL DATA CLEAR Key: Deletes all data in memory
DATA RECALL Key: Recalls data graphically for previous dala nurrber
1 DATA DELETE Key: Deletes displayed data
Measurements automaUcally taken when measuring head is closed.

Power source: 2 AA-size 1.5V alkaline-manganese
Battery life: More than 20,000 measurements per set 012 alkaline-manganese

batteries
Minimum Interval between

measurements: Less than 2 seconds
Accuracy: Within ± 1 SPAD" unit (al room temperature, SPAO" value between

o and 50.0); SPAO" values of greater than 50.0 may be less accurate
and will cause· * W to appear.

Repeatabllty: Within ± 0.3 SPAO' units (SPAO' value between 0 and 50.0)
Reproducibility: Within ± 0.5 SPAO" units (SPAD" value between 0 and 50.0)

Temperature drift: Less than * 0.04 SPAO' units' "C

'Operating Condition: 0 to 50°C (32 to 122°F) relative humidity less than 85% at
35cC with no condensation.

Storage Condition: -20 to 55°C (-4 to 131°F) relative humidity less than 85% at
35°C with no condensation.

Other: Buzzer (single beep for measurement complete, series of beeps tOt
error); function for inputting compensation value

Dimensions (L x W x D): 164 x 78 x 49mm
Weight: 200g (Without batteries)

Standard accessories: Sliding depth stop; carrying strap; soft case; 2 AA·size batteries;
reading checker

'SPAO Vllluos IIF!> values defined bV Konica Minoha lIotlioh indicsla the rqlatwq amoul11 of chlorophyll pressnt In plant
laav86. SpooiflCstions subjsctlo change wl1l1outnotlce


